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Anamarija Kurilić, Kasnoantički stambeni... (405-413)
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SUMMARY
A LATE ROMAN DWELLING OBJECT FROM CASKA (CISSA) ON THE ISLAND OF PAG
Anamarija KURILIĆ
In this contribution, the author presents a small rustically built dwelling object discovered in 2008 during archaeological excavations at the complex Roman site in Uvala Caska (Caska Bay; Roman Cissa) near Novalja on the Island of Pag,
Croatia. Although the investigations are yet to be completed, the object itself can be defined quite precisely. It consists of a
small square room with three walls completely unearthed; judging by their perimeter, the room should have encompassed at
least 4 x 4 m.
On its west side, it had a dry-wall entrance way, south of which the grave of a very small child, most probably a nurseling,
was found. The baby was inhumed in a grave made of two imbrices.
Various everyday objects were found within the room, such as coins, a small mill stone and the remains of a wooden shelf
(or a table) upon which stood at least four different pottery vessels. Thus, it is possible to recognise functions of particular
areas of the room. According to numismatic finds, the room can be dated in the Late Roman period.
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